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Marketing is a field that aims
to mold the image of a
company, person, or product. There
are many careers within
marketing, including public
relations, brand management, and
advertising. Each of these jobs is
unique, but all of them involve
using research, developing
creative communication
strategies, and utilizing new
technologies to reach a goal.

FACTS &
FIGURES
• Number of Jobs in 2016: 249,600*
• Job outlook: 10% (2016-2026)*
• Starting salary: $45,996/yr*
• Mid-career salary: $81,078/yr*
• Typical Entry-Level Education:

Bachelor’s Degree*

*Figures taken from GlassDoor and the Bureau of Labor Statistics

HOW TO START
1. Take Beloit College Courses
• Marketing Strategy & Research
• Personality Psychology & Social
Psychology
• Graphic Design & UX Design
• Intro to Entrepreneurship
• Video/Audio/Media Production
• Anthropology of Consumer Society
• US Parties & Groups and Elections
2. Talk to faculty: Diep Phan, Brian
Morello, and George Williams
3. Connect with Beloit Alum in marketing
careers
4. Visit the Career and Community
Engagement Center

SOFT SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Creative Problem-Solving
Productive Collaboration
Flexibility & Ability to Learn Quickly
Attention to Detail

Thu splits her time as PR
Communications Director for a
for-profit and a non-profit company.
For both companies, her
responsibilities include creating and
overseeing campaigns to raise
money for pharmaceutical research.
The companies she works for are
recent startups and she has flexible
hours, most of which she spends
communicating with coworkers and
clients on the phone or over email.
She enjoys having a straightforward
impact and being able to share the
possibilities of modern medicine with
the public.

“

CONSUMER
PRODUCTS ARE
ESSENTIALLY THE
SAME. MY JOB
IS TO CONVINCE
PEOPLE THERE IS
A DIFFERENCE.

“

Martin dieterich ‘07
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Martin has had a varied career in
brand management. At its core,
brand management aims to
increase recognition of the brand
and set it apart from competitors
by molding the concept to
appeal to a target audience.
Brand management is
multifaceted and incorporates
elements of psychology, graphic
design, and finance. Martin enjoys
seeing brands come to life and
observing the products he and his
colleagues have worked on in the
wild (or on grocery shelves).

